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The idea of looking at individuals' experiences with a product as whole over time
has begun to surface in consumer research in the idea of consumer careers. This
paper reviews this and related concepts and then reports on a phenomenological
study of 20 consumers and their car career experiences. The interpretive analysis
yielded both metathemes and themes, as well as individual metaphors. The
metathemes included the trajectory of a consumer's experience, the idea of themes
serving as either as markers (terms used to characterize or bound careers) or
behavioral determinants, and purchasing versus driving as foci of consumers'
accounts. The themes were analyzed in terms of these metathemes as well as
being found to fall into two broad categories: (1) self-ascribed (demographic)
themes (i.e., age, family, income and wealth, gender and work career) and (2)
experiential themes involving cars themselves and the driving of them. The
consumers were also characterized in individual terms and the expression of this
individuality was considered. Finally, future research directions are offered.
Keywords: Consumer Car Careers, Identity Work, Metathemes, Dynamic
Consumer Trajectories, Experiential Consumption

The idea of linking a consumer's behavior concerned with a single product
category over time has some basis in prior consumer research which has dealt with
consumer experience, expertise, and knowledge related to such behavior (Alba and
Hutchinson 1987; Holbrook and Hirschman 1982; Sheller 2004). This idea also has
resonance with a host of other social science research approaches which deal with
rendering coherent meaning to human experience over periods of time, including
psychological-gerontological (Neugarten 1979), ethnographic, life history (Watson
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and Watson-Franke 1985) and consumer research, life story (Mick and Buhl 1992)
perspectives.
Yet, paradoxically a discipline such as neoclassical economics has tended to
delink experience over time from particular instances of consumption, thus for
instance treating the utility of consumption as independent across time periods and
ignoring the effect of consumption histories (Powell 1993). However, some
economists have recently come to study consumption histories in terms of habits
(Powell 1993) and lifetime consumption-portfolio rules (Brown 1990).
Thus, the fact that both general and consumer life experience is being recognized
and studied across a wide range of disciplines provides an indication that further
research in this area is desirable, especially since much remains unknown about how
such experience evolves and guides consumer behavior and gives it meaning. What
is also needed is an integrating concept that helps to describe, explain and provide a
way to analyze or follow a consumer's behavior with respect to a product over time.
One such concept has already been proposed and studied, namely the consumer
career which deals with and encompasses the evolution of such behavior (Fabricant
and Gould 1993; Gould, Considine and Oakes 1993). The consumer career may be
defined as the embodiment and reflection of all of a consumer's experiences with a
product or service over his or her lifespan or some other relevant period of time
(Fabricant and Gould 1993; Gould et al. 1993). This concept has the promise of
providing a holistic way to view consumer behavior by providing a central construct
for incorporating, organizing and integrating various theories, concepts and
phenomena on a longitudinal and life history basis.
The purpose of this paper is to further explore this concept of the consumer career
and elaborate and develop it in ways that were not done previously. As will unfold
in the course of the paper, this will mean a theoretical contribution to the current
literature in that a number of central consumer research concepts, especially age,
income, family life cycle, gender and experiential effects, will be considered through
the lens of the consumer career and empirically studied on a phenomenological basis
in the context of car consumption. As will be further developed below, cars were
chosen for this study for a number of reasons, including the tendency for consumers
to be especially likely to remember purchase and other events related to them (Punj
and Staelin 1983).
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CONSUMER CAREERS AND THE RATIONALE FOR
THE PRESENT STUDY
Prior Consumer Career Research
The concept of a career which is usually associated with one's work life has also
been applied to other dimensions of life. For example, the social career of people
who have an illness has been described by Gerhardt (1990) and also by Robinson
(I990). The concept has been introduced in consumer research by Fabricant and
Gould (1993) who looked at women's makeup careers and Gould, Considine and
Oakes (1993) who investigated consumer illness careers for allergy sufferers. Both
papers used the consumer career concept to frame the relevant consumer behavior in
a holistic way, especially in terms of its evolution over time. Thus, the evolution of
women's makeup careers corresponded with life changes, consumption of related
products, and individual differences that reflected different outlooks on makeup and
different patterns of personal evolution (Fabricant and Gould 1993). Similar findings
were found for allergy sufferers (Gould et al. 1993). Both studies also identified three
major dimensions of the career: (1) trajectories, (2) consumption constellations and
(3) situational and trait factors.
The heart of the career is necessarily the trajectory of a consumer's experience over
time (Fabricant and Gould 1993; Gould et al. 1993). This trajectory reflects actual
events, perceptions of events and a temporally-oriented account of those events and
perceptions which may take on varying degrees of coherence to the consumer
providing it and/or to the outside observer. In characterizing consumer career
trajectories, it seems apt to use the narrative or story metaphor to describe consumer
accounts of their experiences (Gerhardt 1990). Through it consumers tell various
dramatic events, meanings, and cultural scripts which are linked and encompassed
in the particular story, a perspective suggested by Arnould and Price (1993).
Consumption constellations provide an important component of the consumer
career. With a focus on a particular product or service, they reflect the universe of
various related products, services, decisions, and behaviors that comprise a career
and that may evolve in varying but connected ways over time (Gould et al. 1993).
This conceptualization of such constellations is an outgrowth of the similar concepts
of product constellations (Solomon 1988) and Diderot unities (McCracken 1988),
but also extends their application in terms of content and time (Gould et al. 1993).
Thus, in terms of content, a consumption constellation is seen as centering not only
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on related products and services but also as including of experiential processes (e.g.,
consumption rules, practices, perceptions, decisions, searches). In terms of time, it
is seen as evolving in terms of the events, products, processes and uses incorporated
within its framework. Thus, a constellation may grow or shrink as things are added
or deleted. Not only may new products be included in the constellation or old ones
added, but also new rules and perceptions may be gained or old ones modified or
dropped.
Situational and trait factors represent a third aspect of consumption careers (Gould
et al. 1993). In general, they may be seen to moderate and help determine the nature
of the trajectories and consumption constellations comprising consumers' careers.
The central idea, as in most consumer research, is to assume that trajectories and
constellations have idiosyncratic as well as nomothetic aspects. Such variation may
be related to both content and process. Thus, for instance, some trajectories may
follow similar stages or patterns of evolution but involve different products or brands
(i.e., content). Others, even for the same product or service, may actually involve
different patterns of evolution (i.e., process). For example, some people with an
illness requiring medical care may start their medical consumption careers with selfdiagnosis and others may start with diagnosis by a healthcare provider (Gould et al.
1993).
Rationale for the Present Study
The research to be reported in this paper was being undertaken to more fully
delineate and explore this new consumer career concept. In particular, although the
trajectory dimension has been defined and followed in two cases, there remains a
great deal of work to be done in investigating its underlying dimensions. For instance,
Fabricant and Gould (1993) suggest that age helps to shape these trajectories. But
age was only a small part of their paper and given prior research on this factor as a
variable of immense importance in consumer research (e.g., Moschis 1987), it is
likely that a great deal more can be discovered regarding it, especially in terms of
life-cycle (Moschis 1987). When age is tied into human development, especially
adult development, it takes on the qualities of an age life-cycle or a trajectory (Baltes
1987) and reflects the life structure which is "the underlying pattern or design of a
person's life at a given time" (Levinson 1986, p. 6). The life structure thus reflects
the trajectory aspect of the consumer career in that it is a product of one's
development through life. Age has also been shown to have a relationship with
purchasing, possessing and driving cars. For instance, younger drivers have been
found to possess relatively more purchase information (Furse et al. 1984); treasure
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cars as a possession more (Kamptner 1991); to have higher accident and violation
rates (Mathews and Moran 1986); to view driving violations, such as speeding and
drinking and driving, as less negative (Parker et al. 1992); and to have less driving
confidence than older drivers (Job 1990).
Other potentially important concepts not considered in prior career research include
the family life cycle and income. Family life cycle influences are likely to affect how
consumer careers evolve and to interact with other variables in determining
trajectories (cf. Schaninger and Danko 1993). In addition, income and wealth are
likely to be factors since various economic theories (e.g., permanent income and life
cycle hypotheses; habit persistence) implicate them in how people consume over
time (Friedman 1969; Modigliani 1986; Powell 1993). Another a priori concept to
be considered is gender since prior research has generally identified cars as a male
or masculine product (Kanungo and Pang 1973). The sexes also have been found to
differ in respect to various attitudes about cars. For example, men have been reported
to be more confident drivers (Job 1990) but also less negative toward driving
violations than women (Parker et al. 1992). Finally, experiential themes are very
likely to be important but we leave the possible characterization of them to the actual
study. One thing that can be said at this point is that car use factors as well as
purchase factors should emerge.
Cars were chosen for this study for several reasons. First, as suggested by Punj and
Staelin (1983), consumers will be able to recall specific aspects of search processes
in purchasing cars, due to their psychological and monetary importance. Similarly,
it seems likely that consumers will also remember specific cars and related events
throughout their lives. Second and relatedly, consumers in general will have
purchased relatively few cars, compared to most nondurable products, thus also
improving their recall of specific cars bought and their experiences with them. Thus,
based on these first two points, we would expect a high degree of episodic memories
with specific detail for cars, rather than only more generalized semantic memories
and accounts which represent the abstraction of episodic memories in one's selfknowledge (cf. Nelson 1993). Third, the use of cars as a focal product allows an
examination of a broader population than the prior two studies which focused on
narrower populations of women (Fabricant and Gould 1993) and allergy sufferers
(Gould et al. 1993). Finally, there is some evidence that prior experience with cars
impacts on later search and purchase behavior (Furse, Punj and Stewart 1984)
although many of the implications of this finding have not been systematically
studied. Thus, further study of cars might provide further insight into how this
experience functions and gives rise to consumer car careers.
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METHOD
Qualitative interviews, using the existential-phenomenological method (Thompson,
Locander and Pollio 1990), were conducted. The advantage of this method is that
consumers' views are emphasized with as little invasive preconception on the part of
the researchers as is possible (Beirao and Cabral 2007). Applying this method in
relation to the investigation of consumer car careers also evokes a life history
perspective in that interviewees will tend to tell the stories of their experiences with
cars on an autobiographical and often longitudinal basis (Gerhardt 1990; Mick and
Buhl 1992; Robinson 1990). In fact, Al, a 32-year-old police officer in our study,
explicitly saw every car as possessing a story, "it's like every car has a story behind
it."
Sample and Procedure
The interviews started with a question in an imperative mode, "Please tell me about
your experience with cars." If this question was too difficult and the interviewees
questioned the interviewer as to where they should start or what they should say,
they were then asked to "Start anywhere you feel like." None of them had problems
beyond this point. The interviews ranged in length from thirty minutes to two hours
and were audio-taped and transcribed. In addition, a number of interviewees were
consulted in the process of analysis and interpretation for clarification and/or their
opinions of our interpretations. An outside advertising-marketing executive with
extensive automobile marketing experience was also consulted during various stages
of the interpretation phase of the project.
There were 20 people in the sample of whom 10 were men and 10 were women.
They ranged in age from 21 to 80. Most were previously known to varying degrees
by the authors, a fact that is thought to facilitate the flow of conversation and provide
emotional support (Hirschman 1994). Others were referred to the researchers. Most
individuals gave their time on a voluntary basis, but four also were recruited from an
Executive MBA course in Marketing taught by one of the authors at a large
Northeastern university and were paid $50.00 for the interviews.
Many occupations were represented in the sample, including business executives,
a physician, a postal worker, a policeman, small business owners, and retired people.
There was also some ethnic diversity in the sample which included one AfricanAmerican, two Asian-Americans, two Hispanic-Americans and one woman who
characterized herself as Caucasian, African-American and Hispanic. A further aspect
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of this sample became apparent on an emergent basis. People not only spoke of
themselves but also mentioned other people in their accounts of their experience,
often in very detailed ways. Thus, while we focus on the actual participants in the
study, we are able to draw on their accounts concerning other people when relevant.
The Table uses pseudonyms to provide descriptive information about the consumers
in our sample.
TABLE
INFORMANTS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
Name

Demographics

Car Experience

(pseudonym)

Joan

Carmen

Sally

Cynthia

Maureen

Cathy

Angela

80, Caucasian, F, married,
retired housewife and real
estate salesperson,
grandmother, main driving
experiences in New Jersey and
Florida
70, Hispanic, F, married,
retired, grandmother, main
driving experiences in
Southeast and Latin America
34, Caucasian, F, single,
business executive, main
driving experiences in New
York suburbs
39, Caucasian, F, married,
business executive, main
driving experiences in both
urban and rural Northeast
24, Caucasian, F, single, junior
business executive, main
driving experiences in New
York suburbs

46, Caucasian, F, single, main
driving experiences in
Tennessee and other parts of
the South, as well as the
Northeast0
21, Caucasian, F, single,
student, own

Used to drive her own car, now no
longer drives, some personal pain in
disengaging from driving, looked back
to her childhood experiences

Themes,
Symbolic
Metaphors,
Descriptors
Long view
nostalgia

sees cars in terms of her changing
family lifestyles over time, also views
them in terms of her shortness which
makes her uncomfortable at times
has owned only one car in so far in her
career (for about ten years); car is just
a means of transportation rather than
an object of fun
a wealth of car experiences which were
shaped by her family and varied
romantic experiences and oriented
toward the car as an expression of fun
started out racing and taking auto shop
classes, has turned more cautious and
safety-conscious in driving and car
choice; personalizes and personifies
her relationships with cars like they are
a member of the family
was the last person to ever think about
getting a driver's license when she was
16; drives because she has to be
somewhere rather than for pleasure

Comfort
seeking

Owns a truck with her sister, in
choosing it she is very concerned with

Newly found
sanctuary

Consistently
antimaterialistic
utilitarian
Fun-seeker

"Creampuff''
(she is a person
"who treats her
car actually as
wonderful")
Not-intodriving;
utilitarian
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business, main driving
experiences in New Jersey

Samantha

Mona

26, Caucasian, Black, and
Hispanic (self-designated), F,
engaged, healthcare intern,
driving experiences all over the
world, including military
vehicles and in Desert Storm
32, Asian, F, married, mother,
business woman, driving
experiences in Asia and
Northeast U.S.

Carolyn

42, Caucasian, F, married,
step-mother, college
administrator, driving
experiences all over the U. S.

Hernando

70, Hispanic, M, retired,
grandfather, main driving
experiences in Latin America
and the Southeast

Roy

51, Caucasian M, single,
former marketing executive
now moving into healthcare,
main driving experiences in the
Northeast although he has
driven in other parts of the
world
42, Caucasian, M, married, no
kids, ex-carpenter, early driving
experience in the rural Midwest
and later in the Northeast

Gene

Danny

44, Caucasian, M, married,
father, business executive,
main driving experiences in the
rural and urban Northeast

protecting herself from crime and
intrusion, her gender is also very salient
for her in this
aspect, cars
are also a place of spiritual renewal -and
she even had one blessed.
Much and varied driving experience
including different vehicles in the
military, likes to assert herself in gender
and ethnicity role terms when dealing
with others such as car dealers, she
gets "blood from a rock"
immigrant businesswoman who uses
car both for work and family, her car
buying has followed the development of
both her family and career, she takes a
utilitarian attitude but also has fantasies
of driving better cars
has driven many different cars which
reflect a variety of family, career and
living experiences, she had bad
experiences with cars being stolen and
right now does not own a car though
she hopes to buy one again in the nottoo-distant future
oriented to cars in terms of changing
family and career conditions; chose
cars at various times with children, wife
and extended family (i.e., wife's mother
and aunt) in mind; has a sense of
humor and fun about cars and life
varied experiences as a car owner and
driver which followed his changes in life
and work career

Started driving farm machinery when he
was 12 or 13, his experience has
alienated him from new cars and he
prefers the cars he
could work with
mechanically himself
has solidly moved up in the world and
realized his dream of owning a sports
car (a Corvette), also collects classic
cars, shares road rally experience with

Everdeveloping
"blood"
game/role
player
Heightening
ambivalence

Continuously
frustrated car
lover

Practical fun
lover

Variety seeker

Alienated
romantic

Developing art
collector
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Ray

41, Caucasian, M, married,
father, postal worker, main
driving experiences in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Washington State

Simon

29, Asian, M, single, did not
drive in Korea where he grew
up (at the time cars were not
as financially accessible) but
now drives in the Northeast
41, Caucasian, M, married,
father, physician, has driven all
over the U S. but mainly the
Midwest and Southeast

Jim

Jerry

Austin

Al

23, Caucasian, M, single,
midlevel healthcare executive,
main driving experiences in the
Northeast
26, Black, M, engaged,
healthcare financial analyst,
has lived all over the world as
the son of a diplomat which
helped shape his car attitudes
but his main driving
experiences have been in the
Midwest and Eastern U.S.
32, Caucasian, M, married,
policeman, main driving
experiences in the Northeast

his daughter
has a long history of buying used cars
and has developed
a systematic
way of buying, maintaining and insuring
them; continuous updater, his 18-yearold son is learning his mode of
operations
short car career in which he has owned
two used cars, practical with a youthful
sense of moving up in the worlds of life
and of cars

Freedom
seeker

Developing car
consumer

very wealthy, sees cars in the context of
developing good taste which he did not
learn in childhood, also underconsumes in that crime causes him to
buy cars below the maximum he could
afford
ambitious and sees himself as moving
up in the world, likes speed and new
cars, drives a lot, especially with friends
and dates
races cars and loves them, their
mechanics and the driving of them

Nurturing good
taste

a great deal of experiences with used
cars -- some good and some bad, they
all seem to comprise a series of stories
rather than as a tale with direction

Car story
experiencer and
teller

Moving up in
the world
daredevil, highflyer
Car enthusiast

Most people resided in the Northeast U.S. although four lived in the Southeast.
However, another emergent aspect of the sample and especially relevant to the study
of cars as it evolved was that many of the people had lived in other areas of the
country and/or world (i.e., Europe, Africa, Latin America and Asia) and reflected
this geographic diversity in their accounts of their driving experiences. For instance,
Cynthia who used New York City as a reference point related the very need for a car
to geography, "it depends on where you are and where you're located."
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Interpretation
The primary approach to interpretation involved analyzing the transcribed texts of
the interviews for themes. However, a more individual-oriented, hermeneutic
approach (Thompson et al. 1994) was also used to supplement the thematic approach
because careers have been shown to possess idiosyncratic, as well nomothetic
aspects (Gould et al. 1993). Both approaches involve an interactive moving back and
forth between text and interpretation (Spiggle 1994; Thompson et al. 1994).
However, while the former approach emphasizes patterns of commonality among
consumers and uses inferences based on whole data set, the latter focuses on the
consumer as an individual with his or her own set of perspectives and experiences
and is concerned with iterative inferences based on the transcribed text of just that
consumer (Spiggle 1994; Thompson et al. 1994). Perhaps the differences in the two
approaches may also be viewed as poles on a continuum since some themes may
either not apply to all people or may apply differentially. For example, age may be a
theme in consumers' accounts of their car careers but they may differ in how they
perceive age and construct related meanings. The emphasis here will be on a
thematic approach enriched by a more individualistic, hermeneutic approach
(Thompson et al. 1994).
One major issue of interpretation that arises concerns the use of retrospective data.
Asking consumers to recount their experiences necessarily leads them to engage in
retrospection, which involves a reconstruction of events when recall is invoked. Thus,
although it may parallel the actual events as they were encoded, it may also be subject
to varying degrees of difficulty, false conclusions and bias (Fuhrman and Wyer
1988). However, Wallendorf and Brucks (1993) suggest that phenomenological
techniques, such as those applied here, might help remove some of the distortions
through careful analysis by the researcher. Furthermore, the data collected do contain
some contemporaneous data (i.e., in discussing their careers, the consumers in this
study include their present situation) and also a cross-sectional sample which are
other solutions suggested by Wallendorf and Brucks. Moreover, Gould (1995)
indicated a distinct advantage to retrospective data in that recounting a trajectory of
a consumer's life provides more holistic data than could otherwise be obtained. Such
a perspective also takes advantage of the fact that there are a number of memory
systems (short and long-term, episodic, semantic, event schematic, autobiographical,
conceptual, behavioral) that may be accessed by consumers (Nelson 1993).
It has also been suggested that in the construction of personal histories people may
rely on effortless, implicit theory-guided recall or more extensive memory search
(Alba and Hasher 1983). Here, we believe the relentless application of the
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phenomenological interviewing technique by going over and over things and often
going much deeper as the interviews continued led to more extensive memory search.
We also believe that people were motivated to recall details, as evidenced for
instance by their volunteering for these interviews and their general enthusiasm and
involvement during them and that many (although by no means all) episodic
memories were easily accessed (e.g., a memory of a first car), circumstances which
Ross (1989) relates to extensive memory search. Indeed, the detail provided was
certainly impressive in its scope, quality and quantity, although certainly there were
memory lapses, both apparent and probably not so apparent, as well. Finally, it is
this perceived trajectory and the other aspects of the consumer career, as indicated
by prior consumer research (Fabricant and Gould 1993; Gould et al. 1993), that we
are interested in and that drive this research.

METATHEMES
As the interpretive, thematic analysis in this study emerged, we discovered that
there were levels of themes and that some superseded others in a type of structural
hierarchy. We find that some themes are best described as metathemes in that they
permeate, inform and help to situate the other themes. By rough analogy, the
metathemes are the grammatical structure (i.e., sentences, paragraphs) and the
themes are the substantive content (i.e., what the sentences mean) of the consumers
interview texts. For example, one structuring metatheme to be described below is
that of purchasing and driving cars. In this regard, age as a theme may be seen in to
manifest in different ways in relation to purchasing a car as opposed to driving one.
Thus, we find it useful to describe the metathemes and then to discuss the themes in
the context of each. In this section, we report just on the metathemes found in
analysis of the consumers' transcripts.
Career Trajectory
The superordinate metatheme of consumers' car careers is that of the trajectory of
their experience. Many of the stories followed a relatively linear progression of
experience. For example, Danny asked the interviewer at the beginning, "How far
back would you like me to go?" and then started in his early teens when he became
fascinated with cars and continued on in a linear fashion. Others jumped around more
or dealt with different issues as they came up. For example, Samantha started out
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with the idea of saying "Just anything that comes to the top of my head" and started
with the car she has now. Nonetheless, the idea of a temporal trajectory of experience
was predominant in the consumers' texts and comes through even in Samantha’s
story as she recounts various points in her driving experience although she did not
always state them in a linear fashion.
Time and related attempts to think and manage one's car use over it emerge in our
study as aspects underlying the encoding, recall and perceived evolution of career
trajectories. For example, Joan used chronological time in terms of the actual years
of occurrence at least as she remembered them (as did the other consumers) and
recalled her experience with the Tin Lizzie this way,
We're talking back in the year of 1927-28. Those were the years when the Tin
Lizzie was the car that everybody drove.
Time has been recognized in consumer research, especially on a between-person
basis (Bergadaa 1990). However, an equally important perspective emerges in our
sample and relates to within-person time perspectives. One way to view this issue is
to consider developmental optimization through which people seek to take control
of their lives through review of the past, management of the present, and planning
for the future (Heckhausen and Schulz 1995). The interviews conducted here
reflected this conceptualization very clearly as people indicated how their careers
had developed in the past, what they were doing now, and what they might do in the
future. For example, Austin discussed his experiences in learning about cars and
racing, reflected on his present driving needs and what he does, and indicated how
in planning his forthcoming marriage and the family he wants to have there may be
some changes in what he will drive. Thus, while there may also be individual
differences in time orientation among the consumers here (we could not assess that
directly), it is equally or perhaps more important to emphasize that consumers
generally are applying all three temporal aspects of career development.
We treat the trajectory as a superordinate metatheme which means that it is so
pervasive that a further breakdown in metathemes becomes necessary. One useful
way to view this issue is to consider the idea of diachronic versus synchronic aspects
of a sign system. According to Mick (1986), the diachronic element is such a
system's historical aspect while the synchronic element represents the structural,
relational aspects of the system. Similarly, here, the trajectory is diachronic while
other aspects emerged as synchronic. Thus, in addition, we identified two major
metathemes as synchronic expressions of car careers. The first metatheme concerns
that of markers versus behavioral determinants. Markers are episodic events, car
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attributes, and/or personal attributes by which consumers mark points in the
trajectories of their careers. Behavioral determinants are episodic events, car
experiences or personal attributes which influence consumers' car choice and use.
The second metatheme concerns purchasing versus driving cars. When speaking of
their careers, the consumers would tend to focus at various points on speaking of
their experiences in purchasing cars or they would focus on their driving experiences.
Themes as Markers versus Themes as Behavioral Determinants
In considering the consumers' interview texts, it became apparent that in describing
their experiences with cars, many thematic factors could serve either to mark a career
and/or to help determine its direction. The markers reflect temporally-related codes
that one uses to recall events and which presumably follow the way the events were
first encoded in actual experience, although not without varying degrees of difficulty
since a reconstruction of events is taking place (Fuhrman and Wyer 1988). Marking
a career means that something in the consumer's experience or personal
demographic/lifestyle character is used to describe or index when an event took place.
For example, Roy used the mere movement of time along with a work career factor
to indicate he drove his Oldsmobile Cutlass "to about 1973 or 4, when I got a
company car." Some thought in personal lifestyle as well as more general cultural
terms. For instance, Roy reflected,
through the dry-cleaning side of the business I and a lot of very wealthy customers...
and the town, itself was extremely affluent, and talk about wild wonderful
automobiles. I mean these people had money, they had cars, there were times when
you really said boy oh boy, life is unfair. I want one of these... Somewhat I think, is
the keeping up with the Joneses. There are style leaders in these suburban
communities, if one of them buys a BMW 735, he or she is suddenly giving a message
to everybody else what's the style leader, if you want to be like that person.
Serving to determine a career means that the consumer makes an attribution about
an event in his or her career that is based on some factor he or she sees as important.
For example, Sally related buying a new car to a change in her family status "because
at some point you can't be depending on your parents for a car and at that point I had
use of their car." Thus, she is attributing buying a car to a particular, determinant
factor rather than using it as a temporal, life-story marker. Of course, the boundary
between marker and attributed cause will often blur, but the distinction is important
since it reflects how consumers describe their own behavior.
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Purchasing and Driving Cars
Most consumer research whether concerning cars or other products has tended to
focus on purchase behavior although some research has focused on product use and
experiential consumption (Arnould and Price 1993; Celsi, Rose and Leigh 1993;
Gould 1991). Indeed, what jumps out at the reader of the transcripts of the consumers
in this study is the extent to which the driving experience pervades, if not dominates
their perceptions of their car experience. This can manifest in any number of ways,
ranging from descriptions of the intrinsic thrill of driving to the interaction with
purchase in terms of buying a drivable car. For example, Ray describes a whole
method he learned over time to handle buying used cars. Thus, to focus only on
search and buying behavior in relation to the purchase of a single car at a single point
in time is a relatively static function which cannot adequately account for how
knowledge or affect related to cars and driving (Furse et al. 1984; Punj and Staelin
1983), develops over time. At the same time, by considering such development,
static cross-sectional research might be improved by shifting its focus to a broader
consideration of the driving experience.
Summary and Treatment of Metathemes
We have found three metathemes that characterize consumers' car careers as they
themselves structured them: (1) the trajectory, itself, (2) markers versus behavioral
determinants and (3) purchasing and driving cars. In considering themes below, the
metathemes will be used to frame the discussion. The trajectory as a superordinate
metatheme pervades all the others which in fact are reflections of it and therefore it
will be broken down for further analysis. In this regard, the metathemes of markers
versus behavioral determinants and purchasing versus driving cars will be used to
show how each theme embodies or does not embody them. Thus, for example, age
factors as a general theme will be discussed in terms of each of these metathemes.

STRUCTURE OF THE THEMES
A number of themes emerged in the analysis which are reported below under the
rubric of the metatheme structure discussed in the previous section. We classify these
themes whether a priori or emergent into two broad categories. One set concerns
demographic, self-ascribed themes, such as age and gender. By self-ascribed we
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mean not only are the themes reflective of ascribed or culturally-assigned
designations but the consumers themselves use these terms to describe themselves.
The other set concerns experiential themes related to consumers' specific experiences
with cars and driving, as they explicitly mentioned or otherwise indicated them.
In looking at the relationship between the self-ascribed versus experiential
components of car careers, we consider them as analogous to the concept of nature
(genetic) versus nurture (environment). The self-ascribed aspects of the consumers
in our study, such as age and gender, are analogous to nature in that the person brings
them to the car experience. It should be noted that although they are analogized here
to nature, we should not forget that they are culturally constructed categories (cf.
McCracken 1986). The experiential aspects evolve analogous to nurture in that the
consumer's experience with cars unfolds in direct involvement with the product, its
use, and the environment in which it is used. However, just as nature and nurture
may interact, we need to consider the relationship of the two and also possible
interactions that may manifest. In this regard, each category of theme will be
discussed in a separate section below. Later in the discussion, the relationships of
the two will be considered.

SELF-ASCRIPTION THEMES
Car consumption careers as they emerged in this study contained a number of selfascribed demographic markers or ways that consumers construct their stories,
engage in car-related identity work through brand market-mediation (Luedicke,
Thompson and Giesler 2010) and provide coherence, demarcation and rite of passage
points, as well as self-described behavioral influences. Age, the family, income and
wealth, and gender were factors along with the emergent theme of the impact of work
careers which had not been considered on an a priori basis.
These self-ascribed factors may be seen to represent or take on salience in two
related ways: (1) the consumers in our study mentioned them and related them to
their car experiences, and (2) the factors were also used to reflect salience in a way
consistent with research indicating that people find a personal attribute to be salient
when it contrasts with other people who differ in terms of that characteristic. For
example, women have been said to find gender more salient than men since they feel
it distinguishes them in status or social options in various situations while men often
do not (Deaux and Major 1987). In our present study, gender salience manifested in
particular for women but seldom for men. The women often mentioned how their
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being female affected their experience with cars. For instance, Angela discussed
driving with her boyfriend,
I mean if we're driving, he really likes to drive it. He can't... he loves it so much that
he can't just sit. Maybe it's just a guy thing, now.... girls don't really look at cars as
much.
I've been noticing this from my boyfriend. Guys seem to get into cars, into this ego
thing. They like to pull up to each other, and look at each other, like I'm in a higher
car and mine's faster, because the pickup on it is intense, you just have to step on the
gas, show off. So, they really like it.
Age also served as such a salience factor in that consumers used it as a comparison
point and distinguished or saw themselves in comparison to other ages. This is
consistent with the idea that age serves as a cultural norm and comparison points for
people to evaluate their own behavior (Neugarten 1979). Thus, the consumers in our
sample often spoke in such age-related terms as "older," "younger," "more mature"
and the like when describing their cars and driving experiences. When thinking about
age and the other factors in salience terms, especially in relation to gender, it should
be noted that comparison points may not only be other people but also oneself. Thus,
while the consumers here did not speak of becoming 'more or less feminine', they
did speak in such terms of "I had been promoted ... and so I was entitled to more
money" (Danny on career and income), "I'm 42 years old but I don't think I see as
well at night" (Carolyn on age) and “I looked at the Firebird because the children
were getting near driving age" (Carmen on family). Thus, the consumers here
indicate that salience for a number of self-ascribed attributes is a within-person
phenomenon directly related to careers and life-changes.
Age
Age in its many guises emerges as a focal self-descriptor variable in this study and
it becomes apparent that many factors related to it interact over time. Its impact on
how consumers purchase and drive cars cannot be overemphasized. That age is an
extremely important variable in the consumer car careers and their trajectories is
particularly borne out by its role in relation the metathemes (cf. Karali, Gyi and
Mansfield 2017). Age is one of the preeminent markers of the consumer careers, as
well as being a determinant of both purchase and driving behavior.
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As a purchase sample, Simon sought a BMW 325 rather than a Dodge Supra
because the dealer recommended doing" so. According to Simon,
The salesperson said that it was somewhat sporty and matched more with my age
level, 28 or 29.
Regarding driving, age has a major impact, especially at both ends of the age
spectrum. For instance, Joan is a clear example of disengagement from driving
because of perceived, age- related changes that made her unable to drive although
these perceptions were at first more those of her husband and son than her own. She
later agreed that she should not be driving. The other end of the scale concerns when
one first begins driving or even before. For example, Jim’s nine-year-old son, Bobby,
sat through most of the interview, interjected favorable or unfavorable comments
about various cars, and was quite knowledgeable and vocal about which cars he liked.
Thus, intense involvement with cars can begin long before a child is old enough to
drive. People also tended to remember when they first began to drive. For example,
Danny remembered that he started driving when he was about fourteen. Beyond
these general aspects of age, two specific, emergent aspects of age's impact on
careers are discussed below.
Cognitive Age as a Recapturing of Youth. One aspect of age which has received
attention in consumer research is cognitive age which concerns consumer age
perceptions in terms of how old one feels (Barak and Schiffman 1981). This research
stream has tended to focus on perceiving oneself as younger and using products to
maintain a younger image (Moschis 1994). However, a major aspect of cognitive
age and youthfulness that emerges in our study seems to be not so much that one is
seeking to restore youth as to recapture aspects of it that one had repressed in order
to take care of other aspects of life and/or because youthful income did not allow the
purchase of desired cars until one was older. Danny, for instance, advanced in his
work career as a corporate executive and his family needs changed as his daughter
became a teen. These changes allowed him to buy cars that fulfilled long-term
desires going back to his youth. Austin, on the other hand, sees himself, as changing
when he has a family, but continuing to want to preserve his driving and racing
adventures. Thus, while cognitive age has been viewed as reflecting a need to have,
maintain and restore youthful images and feelings, a complementary, if not
alternative explanation of it, is that consumers may be fulfilling the desires of youth,
which may have either been repressed and/or taken on a form of delayed gratification
(Michel 1974; Krahe and Fenske 2002).
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Growing Out of Things. Another aspect of age that emerged was the idea of
growing out of things. For example, Al described his brother as being a car buff who
"like grew out of it."
Then he described his own change,
I think when I was younger I was really into it. I could do this, go into the body
store, parts store, put it on myself. I was really into that and after a while it just
consumes too much time, you don't have that anymore.
In a similar fashion, Sally described her theory about people and their cars that was
age-related in terms of growing out of something and maturing.
Well, with a car maybe a younger person, a 16 year old might be more materialistic
because that's their first car or them being immature, maybe that's how people view
them, what they're driving, you know the sportiest car, you know, they don't want
Mom and Dad's four-door family car, so maybe a younger person might be more
materialistic when it comes to a car than someone who is more mature and older,
even when you get up into older age group, somewhere in the 40s, 50s, 60s, that
doesn't mean as much, it might not mean as much because they've purchased more
vehicles than someone who's young and that means everything to them.
Family and Family Life Cycle Influences
It has been said that there is a characteristic kind of car for each stage of life
(Sanford 1983) and the family has been recognized as playing a determinant role in
consumers' car (Wilks 1995). This is also borne out in our sample. For example,
Danny indicates that he bought "wagon” because my daughter was getting older, we
were starting to schlep things." On the other hand, the family also serves as a marker.
For instance, Carmen discusses doing things for the family such as taking the
children to school in terms of "all this type of thing fell on my car, the Volkswagen."
However, in addition to confirming prior family research, we also found several
emergent themes which help characterize consumer careers while pointing to some
dynamics of family formation and maintenance which either have not been fully
explored or considered at all.
Relationships and Bonding. Cars and practices associated with them (e.g., racing,
garage mechanics) emerged as important, if not central, foci of some family (and
dating) relationships. In some sense, this finding may echo family life cycle research
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but here, we would emphasize the finding that not only do certain stages lead
consumers to buy certain types of cars, but also that the relationship to cars and
driving has an impact on the family itself. For example, Maureen reported going to
auto mechanics shop in relating to a boyfriend and when she was younger rejecting
potential dates who drove unacceptable cars. Danny indicated that he takes his
daughter to rallies and also that he takes her out in his Corvette, "I've had her with
me going at a hundred miles an hour and she loves it."
Competing Family versus Other Needs. One of the factors that appeared to cause
the suppression of car desires and delayed gratification was the need to form and
maintain a family. For example, Austin, the Car Enthusiast and racer, expressed how
he expected to change at least somewhat by buying a car that could transport the
family he expected to form.
Sibling Influence. Sibling influence and interaction is an area that has been
relatively ignored in family life cycle research. Yet, evidence from our sample
indicates not only its presence but also that it continues into teen and even adult years
when children have left their parents. Siblings serve not only as purchase pals in
helping consumers to make purchase decisions (Furse et al. 1984) but also may serve
as co-owner, driving and play pals who share in the experience of using cars. For
example, Angela shared her truck with her sister and Al was helped by his brother
in fixing up a car.
Adult Children. Family life cycle research has not considered the influence or
possible effect of looking at families in terms of parents interacting with adult
children. Usually, the period when children have grown up and left the home is
viewed as one of the empty nest. Yet, there is much evidence that consumer-relevant
and other interactions between parents and their adult children not only continue but
indeed may involve reconstitution of households, as for example, parents move in
with their adult children. There seem to be stages in this relationship also. Here, we
identify three major ones that may occur: (I) the child emergent stage in which
continuing socialization and aid given to children even after they were grown up, (2)
the in-between stage of relative autonomy for both parties also seems to be present,
at least since parent-child relationships are not mentioned in the car context, and (3)
the reversal stage involving children taking more dominant roles in the lives of their
parents and sometimes reconstitution of the family when the children are middleaged and the parents are elderly.
Regarding the child emergent stage, Furse et al. (1984) suggested that parents also
serve as pals, particularly fathers, and they often provide early cars for their teen and
early adult children. Sally provided on typical example,
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I went with my Dad to the Oldsmobile dealership because he knew the people there
so I could look for a car, and Dad knew more about cars than I do, so Dad came
with me.
Evidence of the reversal stage was provided in our sample by Carmen and Joan.
Carmen spoke of her car needs in terms of her elderly mother and aunt being able to
drive them for medical care and recreational purposes. Joan provides an example of
someone who lived in a reconstituted household in which she and her husband lived
in a house built by their son for the express purpose of sharing it with them. This had
an impact on her driving as her son and husband also caused her to disengage from
driving, in spite of her initial feelings to the contrary.
Income and Wealth
Income and wealth are major factors in consumer behavior and in our study
appeared largely as behavioral determinants of purchasing behavior with less
consequence for driving or career marking. They may perhaps best be viewed in two
ways: (1) as necessary but not sufficient conditions for buying a certain type of car,
especially in price terms, since many other factors may play a role, and (2) as things
viewed themselves in terms of a trajectory as suggested by the permanent income
and life cycle hypotheses. Regarding the first factor, income is seen in terms of
affordability, a word that was used many times by the consumers in our sample. For
instance, as Carolyn puts it with regard to car purchasing and related servicing, "I
think affordability." Income may also be seen to interact with other factors. Thus,
for instance, some of the impact of income in this regard is discussed later in this
paper in relation to the experiential theme of used versus new cars.
Regarding the second factor, income and wealth are relative variables which must
be seen in terms of a stream or trajectory of income over time. The permanent income
and life cycle hypotheses indicate that consumers consider their income and/or
wealth over time in making consumption decisions (Modigliani 1986). All this
suggests that car trajectories are likely to follow or at least be associated with income
trajectories. Thus, for instance, Simon notes as he was pondering buying his first
new car as opposed to an old one that,
Even if somebody was very happy with the previous car, he or she may think that
there should be a better car than what he or she bought before. With this assumption,
people tend to look around to find a better one.
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However, Jim presents a view that provides a paradox with respect to income. On
the one hand, in respect to his permanent income and wealth change, he had still
bought a more expensive car than he owned before. On the other, his Lexus while a
$30,000 car was one of the lower end models and he clearly buys below what he
perceives his price range to be because
I won't drive a Mercedes or... I think that somebody who drives a Mercedes is
showing that they have money because they are costly as a general rule. I try to avoid
ostentation. I don't think it’s safe or necessary. And as a matter of fact, my next car
will not be a Lexus. I'll go back down to a Camry or something like that.
In assessing the overall role of income in the views expressed by the consumers in
our study, it serves largely as a determinant of purchase behavior rather than driving
behavior (e.g., "affordability") and is not frequently used as marker per se. However,
some may use it as a marker. For example, Jim actually used the word "marked" in
describing how he would be seen by others and how that had behavioral
consequences in his purchase of less ostentatious cars, "...I didn't have to worry about
being marked. . Marked, known as a rich person." Mona also marked the purchase
of a car in income terms,
I worked four days... part-time and made about $200 per week. I was supposed to
pay $167 per month [for her car].
Gender
While given past research, it is not surprising that gender differences are a factor in
consumers' car careers, several aspects of them are of interest as amplifying or
emergent aspects of their impact. Gender marks careers in being a major aspect of
many of them, as well as in having behavioral consequences. It should be noted,
however, that gender was much more an issue for women than men who seldom if
ever mentioned their own gender as a factor in their relationship to cars. The women,
on the other hand, seemed to find gender salient in a number of ways. Joan saw her
relationship with cars as being one of “boyfriend and girlfriend" where she was the
girlfriend. Cathy named her car "Astabula" and constantly referred to her as "she."
Similarly, Maureen named her car "Thunder" and described it as a "girl...because
she's such a quick spirit. Maureen also recalled dating "macho guys with those hot
cars" and being "the only girl" from among her girlfriends who would race on a twomile race strip.
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When gender marks careers, it does so, sometimes throughout, but not in the way
age might (e.g., "I had this car when I was 30."). Instead, it can be a marker for the
whole career, i.e., more a general characteristic of the career and a cultural stereotype
than a chronological road mark. For example, Samantha in discussing her experience
with cars also noted that her fiancé could not believe she had taken such good care
of her car, "Cause usually the idea is that women cannot maintain cars, that we don't
fix cars." Angela in describing why she drives a truck and how it is related to her
fear of carjacking explained,
...they don't really think it’s a girl. And if you're driving alone at night and you're
girl, it's pretty scary. Especially if guys drive by you.
These examples also indicate that gender has behavioral consequences for purchase
and driving. With regard to purchasing autos, some gender attributions were made
although not an overwhelming number. Samantha indicated that when she went with
her boyfriend to dealers, including car dealers, the dealer would talk to him rather
than her. In choosing a car, Joan reported that the choice was left to her husband. But
for other women this was not the case and often purchase decisions were made either
autonomously or jointly.
With regard to driving, women have been reported to be less confident than men
(Matthews and Moran 1986). However, many of the female drivers here were
adamant in asserting their self-confidence in their own driving and were not at all
intimidated by alleged male prowess with respect to cars. Samantha provides perhaps
the most vehement example in reflecting on her driving experience in the military,
...before when a woman would drive a jeep or van or something like that, Oh God!
She is one of the guys or something, but now you see a lot of women driving all
different types of vehicles. I drive, yeah, two ton vehicles. I drive everything,
everything ... So, I am really experienced, so far as driving. I drive ambulances, I
drive ambulances.
Work Careers
A major theme that emerged concerned changes in car ownership and needs related
to work careers and work life. Work careers are sometimes used as a marker for car
careers, such as Ray describing having a Chevy Impala when he had some part-time
jobs. But the work career is more important as a behavioral determinant. While some
research has focused on work versus consumption in terms of the new home
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economics and its concept of household production (Oropesa 1993), our present
research points to an even more direct connection between work and consumption.
Consumers often buy cars for their work, as well as for household production
purposes, thus clearly establishing work careers as a major purchase determinant.
They may even get company cars which they use both for personal and business
needs. For example, both Roy and Danny reported getting company cars which
limited their purchase choices to those prescribed by the firms they worked for.
Work careers may also influence the purchase and driving of cars in the sense that
some people purchase cars to get to work and primarily drive them for getting to
work while using other cars for other purposes (also see below for the discussion of
utility versus pleasure). For example, Jim has a Volvo for his family, reflecting its
safety, and a Lexus which he uses primarily for getting to work. Mona wraps both
functions in one vehicle since her career both in business and as a mother is very
important in the car she chooses. In her discussion of this point, she integrates both
purchase and driving factors, as well as work and family aspects of her life,
I consider which car has the best record in break-downs over the years. Down time
due the break-downs costs me a lot because I am a very busy woman with two young
daughters, 5 years and 2 years old. I have to take care of my family and business at
the same time. I have to drive back and forth to our business site more than once. I
drop my daughter off in her kindergarten and go to the store directly from my
daughter's school to do some more work. Other times I stay home after I pick her up.

EXPERIENTIAL CAR THEMES
A number of themes emerge which we characterize here as being "experiential" in
that they represent consumers' actual experiences with cars and are based on carrelated factors. These themes stand in both interacting relationship with and contrast
to the sell-ascribed age, family, income, gender and work career themes discussed
earlier. For instance, Manstead (1992) theorizes that experience with driving may
interact or be reflected in the estimates one makes regarding the prevalence of
driving errors and violations among other drivers and for oneself. Samantha
illustrates this phenomenon quite a bit as she discusses which of her sisters she would
and would not drive with, as well as citing her driving experience in Florida,
especially because of the older drivers there, to say, "Florida is a dangerous place.
We got cut off there several times." Thus, people's experiences with cars serve to
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mark careers, as well as having implications for purchase and driving behavior. Here,
we have organized this section by dividing it in two and considering the themes in
terms of the metatheme of markers versus behavioral determinants.
Car Experience Markers
A number of experiential factors with cars served to make consumer's careers
including:
Primacy versus Recency. Firsts with cars, a primacy factor, serve as key markers
of consumers' careers. Such a first may be a first car, a first new car, first driving
experience, or first experience riding in a car. For instance, Cynthia indicated how a
first new brand car not only marked her career but also through her attachment to it
led to behavioral consequences of trying to hold onto it. As another example, Danny
described his 81' Pontiac Trans Am as "sort of my first fun car."
As a driving example, Gene started off his account this way,
I've been driving since I was 12 years old actually. We used to live in South Dakota
where you get your learner's permit for farm machinery when you're 12 or 13 years
old.
Joan the oldest person in our sample went back in memory to childhood experience
of riding with her father,
I like Buicks because my father always had a Buick car from my [being a] small
child. So, I was accustomed to riding in a 7 passenger Buick….

Accidents and Crime. Car-related events such as accidents or a car being stolen
also serve to mark a career. For example, what sticks out in Carolyn's mind was one
of the time one of her cars was stolen,
My most interesting story, I think is, this Firebird that got stolen.
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Car Brands. Another car experience marker are the actual types of automobiles and
brands, the consumers owned. Ray, for instance, indicated part of his trajectory this
way,
I went from a ... let's see a '62 Chevy Impala to the '62 Olds 88, '64 Pontiac Chief
to a '67 Pontiac Bonneville, to a '65 Pontiac Tempest Convertible...
Car brand may also be combined with other factors. For example, Samantha merged
primacy with brand, "My first car was a 1978 Monte Carlo." It might also be related
to a positive or negative experience. Thus, Carolyn in recalling her cars, noted,
And then I had umm, I'm trying to think what else. A plain old Pontiac 1000. Oh,
then I had another Z, my favorite car, a 1985 2280.
Car Mileage. Some of the consumers in our sample marked their experience with
cars in terms of car mileage. For example, Sally notes, "My first car purchased new,
it only has 40,500 miles on it..." In this case as in others, car mileage is a kind of
overdetermined shorthand connoting a number of things, such as how a person feels
about their car and how they have treated it. In Sally's case, it indicates that she does
not use it much except and when she does, it is primarily for utilitarian purposes such
as getting to the train station where she catches a commuter train for work. For Ray
mileage is an indicator that he is able to do an excellent job of maintaining his used
cars, "Right now I've got 130 [130,000 miles] something on one and 128 on the other
so between the two of them I've got a quarter of a million miles."
Car Talk. The consumers in our sample spoke of cars in all sorts of ways, from
naming their cars to the use of specific language to describe them and their
experiences with them. Such talk largely marks careers by characterizing them and
their various aspects. For instance, Austin used very technical talk (e.g. "wheel
geometry"), Maureen named her cars (e.g., "Thunder") and everyone spoke of cars
in terms of their own specific perspectives. Thus, while such talk is a theme, it also
becomes a way that individuality (discussed below) can be expressed.
Combinations and Interactions. We have identified some factors that the people
in our sample used to mark and characterize their careers. Often, these markers are
used in some combination or interaction. For example, Carolyn in describing the
stolen car story above also marked it in the following terms,
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And also, my then husband got transferred to Michigan, so we moved to Michigan.
Well, I went to a job interview about two hundred miles away from home.
The event is marked by related events including family, work career and geographic
considerations as well as the specific car.
Experiential Behavioral Determinants
One of the motivations of this paper was to consider the implications of consumers'
prior car experiences on later ones. This section reports on the major factors we
identified in this regard.
Used Versus New Cars. The consumers in our sample indicated that they were
concerned with various aspects of used versus new cars. These included income
factors but also non-income factors. What emerges in this regard is a twodimensional typology of cars based on the interaction of income with lifestyle factors
as illustrated in the Figure. One dimension concerns the type of car: old/used versus
new. The second dimension concerns the desirability of these cars: less (profane)
versus more (sacred) desirable (Belk, Sherry and Wallendorf 1989). While all four
cells may have some income influence on them, two appear to be primarily income
driven. Old/used cars which one buys because one cannot afford a new car are less
a matter of desire than of being limited in choice and they take on the aspect of the
profane. On the other hand, the cell diagonal to the prior cell represents being able
to buy a new car and avoiding all the problems of buying someone else's problems.
In this respect, it takes on a sacredness or a purity.
FIGURE
A TYPOLOGY OF USED VERSUS NEW CARS

Car Desirability

Car Purchase
Status

Used

New

Less

More

Income-driven: forced to
buy used cars
(e.g., Ray and Gene)

Racing
and
Collecting
(e.g., Danny and Austin)
Newness
is
desirable
(e.g., Roy and Jerry)

Newness is less desirable
but necessary
(e.g., Sally and Mona)
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But some old cars are also desirable and held sacred. The reasons are concerned
less with income but more with the perceived quality of an older car in terms of
various aspects of collectability, construction, and classic-ness or nostalgia. At the
same, new cars many of which may contrast with older cars in negative ways are
seen as less desirable or sacred. These latter two cells are often driven by factors
other than income although income also plays a role. For example, a person may like
collectible cars but must also be able to afford them. Thus, income may be seen to
have two roles in the overall car market. First, it plays a major role in the choice of
an everyday car and provides a path which steps up from used and old cars to new
cars, as well as to better models (not included in the typology). Second, it functions
to allow one who has the interest to tool around with cars and indulge an interest.
Thus, income's impact on car choice often involves a decision about whether to buy
a new, more expensive or used but cheaper car. For example, Samantha stated, "I
have a lot of experience with used cars because I could never afford a new one."
Such decisions may also embody other self-ascribed, demographic aspects and
often involve people starting out with used cars and later moving up. For instance,
when Roy was 18, he bought an "old jalopy," but later bought new cars as he
advanced in his career.
Cynthia exemplifies the meaning some consumers apply to buying a new car
although ironically this prevents her from buying a 'new' new car.
I. You say cars break down after five years....
C. I think so.
I. But you still have the Toyota.
C. Yeah, well things have gone...I've had to replace the muffler, but as far as
breaking down with my Toyota, no.
I. So you're still gonna keep it, in other words it's not dying on you?
C. No, no. I've got 80,000 miles on it and it’s fine except the exhaust pipe's gonna
go.
I. ...So you'll keep it until it dies?
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C. My Toyota? It was my first car that I ever really bought brand new and I'm just
sort of attached to it.
I. Well, explain that a little more.
C. It was just my first car that I bought brand new, it was not used. It was not given
to me. It was brand new. I went down, I paid for it you know. I paid for the car loan
by myself so I just think that is something I'm very much attached to.
However, others continue to buy old cars even as they grow older. For instance,
both Ray and Gene continued to buy used cars and developed extensive, ritualistic
strategies for doing so. Gene's strategy essentially boils down as he describes it,
Yeah, one new car, that was the Chevy Pickup. That was the only one I bought new.
That wasn't too bad, it was nice having a new vehicle. The only problem with having
a new vehicle when you're in the building trade is it doesn't stay new for more than
a week. Then you start getting the scratches, and everything else. But every other
car I've purchased has been used and either I check them out very carefully or I'll
take 'em to a qualified mechanic and have them checked out and I've had pretty good
luck over the years with used cars. ...for new car buyers, people just starting out to
buy a new car now, that's tantamount to almost buying a house because they're so
expensive. lf you want to get even just a regular car, it's $12,000/$13,000. That's an
awful lot of money. And then plus with all the maintenance it takes, they keep
changing all the pollution standards so everything gets upgraded. I don't know. It's
just a little out of control I think.
Ray has a very elaborate strategy for purchasing used cars. First, there is an element
of car knowledge which he finds essential to his strategy.
Well, I'm not an automobile mechanic, but over the years I have acquired some
basic knowledge of automobiles and between utilizing my own abilities and those of
friends who have greater expertise in automotive mechanics, usually just do the basic
things to check out a car to see if it's in reasonable shape: check the fluids to see if
they are clean… run the car to see if it tracks correctly on the road, see if there are
any unusual noises.
Ray also carefully investigates the people he is buying a car from as a part of his
strategy,
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One of the key elements I've used in making a purchase decision with a used car,
for me it's actually getting a feel for the people who are selling it. I've never bought,
with the exception of the '75 Nova, I've never bought a used car from a lot. I've
always bought it from an individual. I find that if you get a feel for the individual,
that the kind of person they are, it will tell you a lot about how they took care of the
car, whether or not they're trying to sell you pig 'n poke....Well when you meet them,
I try to engage in conversation without being overly direct, keep the conversation
light, while at the same time steer[ing] the conversation to why they are selling the
car, how long they've had it, some history of it. When I see something unusual about
the car, I ask them "what happened here,'' find out if they were driving it every day,
their wife, their son, try to determine if a young person has had the car for any length
of time because frequently young people don't care for it. ...
The economics of Ray's owning these cars is the final bit of strategy to discuss. Not
only are they cheaper to buy but for Ray they are cheaper to maintain. Speaking for
example of a used '75 Nova which he had bought and kept records for, Ray reports,
I probably kept it for nine years or something and that vehicle, that time period
ended up costing me a ridiculously low sum of money. It was somewhere in the
neighborhood of $400/$500 a year for, in my mind, if you can drive for $500 a year,
that is really reasonable. With care in selection, I've found that most of my used cars
are cheaper to operate than a new car because I don't lose much depreciation, that's
one of the biggest factors. Frequently, l buy a car for $800 and sell it for $500, drive
it for two years and if you don't take into account the maintenance cost, there alone
you're only losing $300 on a two year span. And usually the maintenance I do on
vehicles is minimal since I don't usually have to repair engines or transmissions...
there's also the consideration of insurance. Running old vehicles, the way I do, l
don't have to carry collision insurance. If I have an accident, the car's total amount
is $600 or whatever the car cost me and that's it, whereas if I was running a new car
I'd have the additional expense of having to carry collision on it and that's hundreds
of dollars a year.
In his ideas concerning cars, Ray suggests that there are disadvantages to owning
new cars, largely driven by income. Gene was also concerned with new cars for
income reasons but he in addition, he finds that they have another problem related to
the new technology in them and the loss of freedom and independence that comes in
being unable to make your own repairs.
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...the literature says, "Oh we're engineering them better." They might be
engineering them safer with the airbags and the side impact bars but they're not
engineering them better from the viewpoint of practicality. They're becoming too
technical to be of really practical use to anybody other than either a technocrat, a
computer nerd or a fighter pilot ... Now the average person doesn't have...the
technical expertise to even attempt to try and figure out what's wrong with it, let
alone fix it.... I used to tear them apart and put them together, when you could do
that. … now if that [referring to the windshield wipers as an example] gets a glitch
in it and it starts to rain and you can't turn them on manually, what do you do? Stop
the car and call a repairman. It's like over-engineering.
However, new and newer cars have their advantages to other consumers. For
instance, Jerry is a young person who sees himself as upwardly mobile although he
is not even remotely close to where he wants to be yet, which is to be a top executive.
Yet, he totally rejects old cars, "I don't like old cars. I would not buy a used car. I
would buy a new car only."He does make an exception, however, which leads us to
another consideration. Some old cars are desirable.
I don't like old jalopies, as they put them. Cars that are not maintained ... unless
it's, let’s say an old Mustang or an old sports car which I would enjoy.
However, the desire for old cars comes out in various forms of racing and collecting.
In the present sample, Austin stands out as the racer of an older Alpha Romeo and
Danny stands out as a collector of old cars. Austin finds that many new cars such as
American ones “cater to all the ergonomics and all the creature comforts that
American drivers want. And I can't stand that. ...” With respect to power steering he
notes,
I believe in good old-fashioned rack and pinion. If you run over a pebble with the
front wheel, you know which wheel you ran over the pebble with.
All this leads Austin to prefer European cars made in the mid-l 980's because they
allow him to experience driving the way he desires.
Danny collects cars "firstly for fun and secondly as an investment.... We put too
much money in it not to have it make sense as an investment... more as a retirement
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package." As does Austin, Danny also expressed an interest in the mechanics of the
cars he owns and with a partner who owns a shop, he does

……body restoration right in his body shop......and a fair amount of mechanical
work also. It's like a weekend hobby...
He and his partner have six old cars, including a '67 Corvette coup, a '62 Corvette
convertible, a '57 Ford Thunderbird convertible, and a 1927 Ford Model T.
Sometimes they take them out for a drive and also to shows and parades.
Utility versus Pleasure. Consumers in our study tended to relate to cars differently,
depending on whether they were oriented to them on a more utilitarian or hedonistic
basis. Such a classification fits well with the historical perspective on cars that has
posed the freedom of a car against its becoming a necessity in everyday functioning
(Interrante 1983). It also fits with prior consumer research such as that by Richins
(1994) who found such a split between products. Here, the split is within one product
category, namely that of automobiles, and the differences are substantial when we
consider racers and collectors in contrast to people who merely seek fundamental
transportation. Austin, himself, notes such differences,
Well, most American cars fall into 2 categories: the lazy and lethargic drivers who
just want to get up in the morning. Start their cars, step on the gas, step on the brake,
and get to where they're going. Basic transportation from A to B. And there's the
ones who actually enjoy the mechanics of the car. Love to race the car. Push the car
to its potential. Do different things with it. Change the geometry of the car. That's a
separate car altogether.
The utilitarian-hedonistic split took many forms. For some consumers, one or the
other orientation predominated. For others, both orientations surfaced at different
times. Mona exemplifies the utilitarian approach to cars as reflected in the following
exchange,
M. I am not a person who is very much interested in cars. Again, to me cars are
utility vehicles.
I. What do you mean by utility vehicles?
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M. Well. I mean as long as cars serve my transportation needs at home and in my
business, I am happy with them.
Yet even Mona, reflecting what might be perceived as a change in permanent
income, acknowledges what would happen if she had a lot of money,
I also have a similar fantasy and dream of driving a nice car to show off. But my
current situations just suppress such desire. If I have enough money and time, I think
I know what kind of car I want to buy. The other day when I went to work with Dad
in his Lincoln Town Car, I felt much more comfortable and wish that I had the big
and comfortable car.
Sally took a relatively unshakable view of the utilitarian aspect of cars.
No, I don't just get in my car to take drive, no. It always has a purpose of getting
me someplace... Well, I guess I view a car as more a means of transportation more
than an out for... just to take drive, no...
Austin, the self-styled car enthusiast, described the experience of fellow Alpha
Romeo owners and members of the Alpha Club:
People in the Alpha Club enjoy the speed of the cars. The cars are extremely fast.
First of all, it’s just the mechanics of the car. They're very light. Very powerful
aluminum engine. The transmission. The weights are 50-50 between front and rear
wheels. Excellent handling so there's a great potential for speed in the cars. And if
they're in good condition, we have what are called time trials. Get everyone on the
track and we just full blast full speed around. Everyone takes their chances of course.
Danny who is older than Austin reflected being a family man already in that he
includes his daughter in some of his pleasurable car activities, such as rallies in which
he notes,
So, it's a matter of having a good co-pilot. Having somebody there constantly
reading the driver the directions and monitoring the speed and all that stuff. And my
daughter loves to do it.
Extended Product as An Aspect of the Career Product Constellation. As indicated
by our consumers, the idea of a product constellation in terms of consumer car
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careers may be broadened in terms of what may be called the extended product. This
concept is similar to and derived from the concept of the extended self (Belk 1988)
in which possessions are said to merge with one's sense of self. Indeed, cars may be
seen to be extensions of the self (cf. Marsh and Collett 1986; Lastovicka and Sirianni
2011). However, the idea of an extended product suggests that cars and possibly
other products (e.g., a house is one likely candidate) take on properties or meanings
caused by additions to them. These may include options when the car is initially
purchased or as became evident in our research here, aftermarket additions to the car
or one's sense of what it is. Austin is quite explicit in his discussion of the aftermarket
factor and noted that one of the reasons he did not buy an Audi was "... there weren't
that many aftermarket parts available for it."
It should also be noted that this idea is similar to the augmented product in
marketing but that here the consumer is augmenting the product by his or her own
deliberate choice rather than a marketer making the choice. Beyond these formal,
purchased additions (e.g., special racing paraphernalia in Austin’s racing car such as
a full racing harness and roll cage), other artifacts and/or activities, such as the things
one uses a car for, consumes in it (e.g., coffee), leaves in it, whom one drives in it
(e.g., Austin's racing lessons and fees, Austin's and Danny's special clubs, Jerry's
friends and dates, Carmen's driving of her elder mother and sister), or whom one
drives to see (Carmen's visits to her grown children and her grandchildren) may also
be seen to impact on one's sense of one's car. Jerry comments how he uses air
freshener in his car to make it smell new for dates. For instance, he will do it a day
before he goes on a date so it does not "smell too new." In making the following
observation about her Ford Taurus, Carmen offers meanings associated with moving
(Belk 1992), especially in having a car that will accommodate broader family needs,
The trunk is very spacious and we almost make a move when we visit our
grandchildren taking things.
Finally, Jim notes how changes in his life made him keep his car cleaner without
leaving old hamburger bags and the like in his car. As he said,
I've moved upscale in life. People do see your car as a projection of you and I don't
want a car that's all cluttered up... And I used to have cars with real clutter... I won't
do that anymore.
Speed. A major experiential car and driving theme that emerged in this study was
that of speed. It marked experiences in often in numbers (e.g., Maureen remembering
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her former boyfriend going from "30 to 90 in 2 seconds"), as well being a behavioral
determinant.
It was not mentioned by everyone in this study but many reported
speeding not only to keep up with traffic but for other reasons as well. Some raced
or had raced, such as Austin and Maureen. But others were speeders in everyday
driving as well. For example, Jerry made some interesting comments about speeding
in everyday circumstances, “How fast? It's not how fast you go. It's just, I guess it's
a tool to get home." Later he describes wanting to try the very fast Autobahn, "I'd
probably want to try it once in my life. I'm a daredevil. I'd try it." Even Sally, the
utilitarian driver, reports enjoying speeding, especially "to get where I'm going" and
that she'll speed to get around traffic so that, "Then you could just drive, then that's
pleasurable driving." Ironically, Austin claims he is less likely to speed on the
highway,
Why would you do it on a highway? The speeds you do on a highway, 60 to 75 miles
an hour are nothing compared to 130 or 140 on a race track. Once you reach that
point the exhilaration of reaching that speed, what would 75 miles an hour do for
you? Nothing.
Speed influenced some purchase decisions, as well driving. For example, Danny
notes, paradoxically, perhaps relating speed to safety and also echoing some
comments of Austin's,
That's one of the reasons I'll drive a Corvette because a Corvette is meant to go
fast. It operates better going fast. It's engineered to do that.
Safety and Accidents. Safety as a theme is related to accidents came up in most of
the interviews although the consumers in this study had very different attitudes
toward it. Often accidents are markers, as well as a behavioral motivator, while
safety concerns very much influence purchase and driving behavior. For example,
Mona marked her career in terms of an accident which she recalled in some detail,
At night on the way home from my work, I was hit by a driver who could not see my
car due to large van in front of me. It happened in narrow service road and the car
was running only 15 to 20 miles [an hour].
Roy also marked his career by accidents though he tended to say the car or in one
case truck "had been involved in the accident" rather than himself. In terms of
behavior, Mona did not say anything but Roy indicated he did not feel he needed to
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change his behavior since he had no control over what happened and "everybody's
gonna have an accident at some point, it wasn't my fault " Gene had suffered some
substantial although he claims not "severe" injuries in a recent accident. He says this
would influence his choice of cars now,
I never actually thought about accidents until that happened, and now I look at
some of these cars that are all fiberglass and I'd think twice before buying one,
especially with accident rate going up the way it is.
Austin who had a frightening incident ("I lost it") on the race track nonetheless
continued racing and made a point of getting back to it as soon as he could. In fact,
he found the safety devices he used made racing seem safe to him, even safer than
normal street driving. Such an attitude while not indicating or abetting careless
behavior (Peterson and Hoffer 1994), does suggest that safety devices may increase
risk-taking behavior since Austin remains willing to race.
Safety concerned just about everyone whether they had had an accident or not.
Especially interesting in this regard is a definite social component to safety that
emerged. For example, Jerry noted that he "wouldn't drive that fast if I had a
passenger in the car... (because] I don't feel like putting the life of someone else in
my hands." However, in spite of fears for himself, he speeds anyway. Also with
regard to others, both Jim and Danny have bought Volvos for their families. Maureen
was influenced by the death of a relative in accident to stop racing. On the other hand,
Roy suggested that he was not particularly concerned with safety "since I don't have
children."
Safety may even take on religious meaning. For example, Angela had her car
blessed and also had a religious experience in the car. Her relationship with her car
in terms of having it blessed is also perhaps consistent with the religious idea of
symbolically dealing with the dangers of driving shared by many (Marsh and Collett
1986) although her intense and very personal religious experience in this and other
contexts appears to go beyond that, reflecting what appears to be a very direct and
literal example of the sacredness of consumption objects (Belk et al. 1989).
Crime. Crime is a safety issue which differs from other car safety issues: the latter
concern aspects of car construction and traffic and are usually thought of in terms of
"accidents." Crime on the other hand, involves volitional, aggressive activity against
oneself and/or one's car and a number of consumers mentioned this in their
interviews. For instance, Angela for example was very concerned with crime and
used this to explain why she bought a truck,
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A. After that, we really, we looked at trucks. Stuff that had really good seatbelts,
metal, that if you got into a collision... and even if it were carjacked, it would be
really hard to like reach.... it’s just much a safer feeling. And no one could really see
into it. It's not like a sports car when you're driving by. Everything's tinted, so,
especially at night… I hate driving up and when people stare at me. I hate that. ...
Also, people don't cut you off if you're in a truck. I noticed that one.
I. Because, they're scared of you?
A. Yeah, that you'll ram into them. Like in the Probe people out me and cut me off
all the time. Not anymore.
Angela also explained leasing her truck in crime terms.
So, um, also we were sick of having the responsibility of someone breaking into it
(her car) or, just anything happening to it, and getting dents in it, and the value
depreciating. And this we know...in two years, we'll just be giving it back and we can
just get a brand new one...I'm not really worried about driving it somewhere and
someone stealing something, because all I would do is call them. Or stealing the car
itself.
Jim feels high status cars are often targeted by criminals and this is another reason
he cites for buying a less expensive car than he can afford. It had been broken into
prior to the interview and indeed, sometime after this interview, Jim's Lexus was
again broken into. He notes,
Because the minute I got my Lexus, for instance, one month later its sitting in the
driveway [in a very wealthy neighborhood we should add] and all the emblems were
taken off and it was scratched up ... It's like they point for the emblems.
Thus, perhaps what is most novel for consumer research about Jim and also Carolyn,
who although not as wealthy as Jim provided a similar story, is that they bought
cheaper cars in response to crime.
Mobility. The consumers in our sample often spoke of being able to go places and
do things and this very much ties in with the theme of freedom related to cars
(Richins 1994) and other consumption (Thompson et al. 1990). This idea is perhaps
best captured in the theme of mobility which Bachmair (1991) argues is a key to
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much consumption and the very development and unfolding of one's life in
contemporary society. We move and our lives move with that movement. The car in
this respect has transformed American life in this century (Interrante 1983). Ray was
the one person in our sample who not only caught the notion of mobility in his
personal account but who directly related it on a broader philosophical level to our
whole society.
I think that cars are a very necessary part of the American culture and without
automobiles, the freedom of individual travel, we'd have a very different
society...Well, I think the freedom of travel automobiles have afforded us in this very
large nation of ours, has helped maintain within our state a stronger sense of
individuality and freedom, and we're not so easily subject to the controls of central
government powers as others might be if they relied [for] their transportation needs
upon a central authority, some form of mass transit. We're not sheep being herded,
going only those places where somebody wants us to go or allow us to go, or we can
only go because that's where they provide us transport. As Americans, everyone, just
about anyone, have their own personal means of transportation. We go pretty much
where we want, whenever we want.
Ray goes on to note how he hates mass transit and the crowding that is inherent in
it. He also hates the traffic in his state of New Jersey and this leads him to discuss
his going to Maine (a driving trip), "every summer for near a month, have a chance
to unwind and be away from everybody."
On the other hand, mobility does not necessarily connote freedom to everyone but
rather is an aspect of the complexity and hurriedness of our society. The following
exchange with Sally reflects her not only her utilitarian attitude toward cars but her
feeling that the driving mobility offered by cars has become an extension of what
people appear to be trying to escape. There is also a note of nostalgia in that she feels
perhaps something like this freedom of mobility as a pleasure once existed when she
was a child.
S. Maybe I think there's less and less Sunday drivers because our lives are more
complicated and more busy and even when you're on the roads or on the highway or
parkway or something, on the weekends most people are doing way above the speed
limit, they're not the Sunday driver that's just cruising along. Usually the Sunday
driver's cruising along with the older....
L You're saying above the speed limit because...
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S. Well, we're a society that's always racing to get somewhere, we're always in a
rush. I remember taking Sunday drives as a kid with my parents.
Gene takes a somewhat ambivalent view, which reflects both perspectives:
But without a car life would probably be a lot slower pace and maybe a little easier
but it would also be almost impossible anywhere I'd imagine in the civilized world
to conduct business as normal because I use mine, I use it for occasions, we go fourwheel driving on the beach when we go out to Long Island.
Geographic. Reflecting the mobility theme, the consumers in this study had driving
experiences in many different places. In terms of the career, these geographic
differences become reference points which help them to shape how they view driving,
as well as actually changing behavior in terms of what they drive and how. They also
indicate a type of situational rather than dispositional thinking about driving in that
consumers tend to see themselves as different drivers in different geographic settings
rather than as the same driver everywhere (Guerin 1994). For example, Cynthia in
the course of a life/marital status change moved to New Hampshire from New York,
And then I drove automatic until I moved to New Hampshire and then I kinda had
to retrain myself over because I hadn't driven one [a stick shift] in about five or six
years...You can get into driving really fast, especially in New Hampshire because,
there aren't any lights or corners or intersections...

INDIVIDUALITY AND TRAJECTORY CHANGE IN
CONSUMER CAR CAREERS
Thompson, Pollio and Locander (1994) characterized consumers in terms of
symbolic metaphors, based on their views of themselves they expressed in
phenomenological interviews. The usefulness of such an approach for the consumer
career concept is that it allows for idiosyncratic factors which became very evident
in the interview to be considered without losing the more nomothetic aspects of the
career which emerge as well. Indeed, Thompson et al. spoke of integrating thematic
and individual approaches in one study. The aim here is to highlight the relative
effects of idiosyncratic and nomothetic factors and to indicate the degree to which a
car career is a blend of both. For instance, thematic factors such as age may be
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emphasized by one person more than another and key his or her characterization.
Thus, the various identity structures of individuals (Thoits 1992), based on both selfascribed and experientially-determined roles, produce a different mix of factors for
each individual. On a general basis as a product category, cars paradoxically served
as a shared product category, if not brand prop for a multitude of variations in
consumers' self-expression.
While we take a similar approach to Thompson et al. (1994) in taking consumers'
self-interpretations as expressed in the interviews and relating them to cars, at times
we may do so in a way that reflects the person taking action, especially over time,
rather than taking an abstract symbol as representative. For example, the game, a
metaphor used for Joyce in Thompson et al. (1994), is also applicable to Samantha.
But, here she is seen as a "Game/Role Player", reflecting that not only does she see
car-related behavior as a "blood" game, but she also takes an active role in playing.
Samantha's relationship to cars was embedded in her relationship to most everything.
S. ...you never have to give up where you stand in order to give somebody else what
they want. You understand. There has always been me. He said (her fiancé), "you
always give blood out of stone." That's his motto for me.
I. That's his motto for you.
S. Yeah, if there is money to be made and people think they can't make it, I will.
This 'active metaphor' approach also draws on the fact that people characterize
themselves in various pertinent ways using their own terminology. For example,
Austin from the very outset of his interview labeled himself a "Car Enthusiast" and
distinguished himself from others.
A ...the lazy and lethargic who just want to get up in the mornings. Start their cars,
step on the gas, step on the brake and get to where they're going. Basic
transportation from A to B. And then there's the ones who actually enjoy the
mechanics of the car. Love to race the car. Push the car to its potential. Do different
things with it. Change the geometry of the car. That's a separate car altogether.
I. You are?
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S. I'm one of the enthusiasts. I love working with cars. I love working with engines,
everything from the engines through transmissions, driving tires, wheel geometry,
camber caster angles of the front wheel.
The Table indicates some of the major events and feelings that characterize the
consumers' careers as well as what their metaphors are. It would go well beyond the
space and scope of this paper to summarize each career in detail. Instead, the prime
purpose is to use this analysis to uncover the dynamics of individualizing processes.
We found two major aspects for consideration: (1) the nature and application of
individuality, itself, and (2) career change.
The Nature and Application Individuality as an Aspect of the Consumer
Career
Although reflecting the metathemes and themes discussed earlier, the consumers in
this study also exhibited a great deal of individuality in their careers. However, much
of a career's uniqueness may be captured in terms of the particular mix and mixing
of thematic elements embodied in it. For instance, in terms of the metathemes, some
people such as Ray focused on purchase aspects of cars while others, such as Austin,
focused on driving aspects.
The proliferation of car brands both in the sample and in the marketplace also
comprises both a mirror and mediator (cf. Luedicke, Thompson and Giesler 2010)
of this individuality. It is a possible principle to be explored in future research that
the greater individuality exhibited in a product category, the greater the variety of
brands or types of products within the category that need to be made available for
the market (the converse may also be applicable). At the same time, it remains to be
shown how different sorts of individuality get channeled into the same brand. This
might happen when a particular variable such as income or sportiness becomes
salient for a particular segment of people and different people mark their careers in
different ways. Yet, given the extended product concept, it is also likely that in fact
no two people will own the 'exact' same car, something we might call 'de facto mass
customization'. Thus, individuality seems to play an important role in driving the car
market and it would not be too surprising if greater customization (taking into
account costs and technology) should become a trend in the future.
Interestingly most of the consumers in this study were enthusiastic about cars
although this manifested in many different ways. For instance, Danny was also a car
enthusiast as a collector of cars but art collecting was his metaphor. Joan loved cars
and sentimental romance was hers. Sally probably differed most from Austin in her
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orientation which was toward extrinsic goals rather than enjoyment of the car. Yet,
even she enjoyed speed and the challenge of driving. Similarly, Mona whose focus
was women's role overload was not a particular car-oriented person in the sense of
car enthusiasm but even she would buy a more status car if she could. Finally, we
note that while we have focused on individuality from the enthusiasm point of view
and how it manifests in different ways, we could have chosen any number of
perspectives and made them the focus (e.g., Angela's seeing a car in terms of
sanctuary or Jim's perspective on good taste). In this regard, a consumer may be
considered as a single case or in comparison to others, much as we have compared a
few consumers to Austin. Also, the consumer may be compared to him or herself as
we do in the next section in terms of career changes.
Changes in Career and Metaphor: Within-Consumer Differences
The individuality aspect of consumer careers might be likened to personality or
traits in that they may continue over time, help characterize a trajectory, and may be
relatively stable. However, people develop, change and have new experiences. Thus,
the idea of change in consumer car careers is also a crucial one for the concept of the
trajectory. We need to consider whether careers are relatively stable or whether they
change dramatically. For example, although he changed as he learned about buying
and maintaining cars over time, Ray nonetheless exhibited a relatively stable pattern
of car buying although he bought many different brands. On the other hand, Roy
experienced many vicissitudes in his career and life and the types of cars he owned
changed quite substantially (e.g. a truck, a luxury car). Many changes also appear to
be random. For example, Gene reported on an accident which was a discrete event
that marked his career in terms of his rethinking what type of car he would buy. On
the other hand, the everyday experience of most of the people in the sample took on
a continuous quality.
Such career changes may also be thought of as life status changes or transitions in
lifestyle which impact on consumers' consumption in the sense that they may become
more likely to try new products and services (Andreasen 1984). As became apparent
from our sample, these changes and rites of passage in car careers take two forms:
(1) changes which are exogenous to the product such as marriage, transitions in work
career and moving and (2) changes which are endogenous or directly related to
consumers' experience with cars. For example, an exogenous change occurred when
Cynthia moved to New Hampshire and started to drive her boyfriend's car. In this
case, life status changes in self-identity were marked by changes in what she drove.
We cannot say whether this change made Cynthia different from other singles who
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had not been divorced (cf. Wilkes 1995), but it does indicate that such transitions
clearly can mark consumer careers in specific ways and lead to behavioral changes
in them. Roy offers another example when he discusses how he used to like taking
intercity drives but now was just as content to take Amtrak. He makes the following
attribution for these changes, "I think that it was probably age related. I just don't
have that need anymore."
Endogenous changes occurred, for instance, when Ray developed a pattern of
buying used cars, Gene had an accident and changed his attitudes toward certain
types of cars, Jim decided to buy less expensive cars in response to crime, and
Maureen quit racing because of a relative's accident. In this case, change is focused
on product experience rather than some characteristic of the individual. Such a
change is similar to that reported by Schouten (1991) who looked at the changes in
identity both sparked and marked by a consumption change, namely plastic surgery.
Some consumers, for instance, may have dramatic moments in cars marked by
specific events (e.g., Gene's accident) or the sheer pleasure of driving (e.g., Austin's
enthusiasm).
Thus, in identifying or characterizing these consumers here according to their own
views, it is also important to emphasize that capturing them at one time in their career
might yield a different characterization from that of another time. This idea is
consistent with that of car career changes and also corresponds to the life projects
concept (i.e., refining self-meanings) of Mick and Buhl (1992) in which evolution
over time is crucial. Thus, for example, Maureen might have been seen as the Racer
just a few years earlier rather than as a Creampuff since the story she would have
told then would quite likely have been quite different. Similarly, Joan as a former
real estate salesperson who used her car for business might have been seen as a
Career Woman. Certainly, Danny the Art Collector might have been seen in different
terms such as Career Builder/Family Man. However, he might also have been seen
in terms of Delaying Gratification. Looking back, we might see him in these latter
terms in an even more pronounced way.
To illustrate career change from a prospective perspective, we might examine an
interesting question such as whether Austin will continue to be a Car Enthusiast or
whether this is merely a phase in his life. Many people he spoke of as fellow
Enthusiasts were older than he was and may represent role models for him,
particularly if he moves up economically in life. He also seemed bent on continuing
in this direction. On the other hand, his expressed tendency to move beyond things
once he has mastered them suggests the possibility he could change. Another aspect
to consider in terms of Austin is whether his enthusiastic approach to cars carries
over into other things. It does in some but we need to consider that he could follow
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a number of lines of development, such as transferring his enthusiasm to other things
from cars or dropping this approach altogether.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The Nature of the Consumer Car Career: A Summary and Integration of
Themes
The consumer car career as evidenced by the interviews reported in this paper
provides a way to integrate many concepts of consumer research and compare them
in terms of their effects, as well as providing a needed newer and more holistic focus
on the trajectory of consumers' behaviors. In this regard, it allows us to investigate
how consumers organize and perceive their own behavior in the texts of their own
stories. Here, we find that car career trajectories reflect metathematic aspects of
marking and determining purchase and driving behavior.
We are also compelled to compare the effects of the self-ascribed themes of age,
family cycle, income, gender and work careers on the trajectory of a career in terms
of the metathemes. Age emerges as a dominant factor which has an effect on and
marks many aspects of car careers, as well as helping to determine auto purchase and
driving experience. The family through the family life cycle and other aspects also
serves both as a marker and behavioral determinant for both purchase and driving.
Income largely has an influence on purchase of cars. Work careers influence both
purchase behavior and driving habits. Gender seems to be most salient for women
who mentioned it again and again throughout their interviews as marking their
careers and influencing their feelings toward driving cars and to a lesser degree about
purchasing them.
Over and beyond all these self-ascribed factors, consumers' actual car experiences
come into play and manifest on a longitudinal basis. For example, Austin, the Car
Enthusiast, has developed a set of automobiles and driving tastes grounded in a
particular set of racing and other experiences, reflecting in particular the themes of
older cars, pleasure, extended product, speed and safety. Some experiential factors
are primarily markers (e.g., "first car") while others have a more behavioral impact
on car purchase and driving (e.g., speed). However, many have aspects of both
marking careers and determining behavior. For example, accidents and experiences
with crime mark careers but also may influence future behavior.
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Interactions of experience and self-ascribed factors often involve a consumer
having his or her experience being shaped by one or more self-ascribed factors. For
example, Ray's experience with used cars developed over his entire adult life
demonstrates how a self-ascribed factor such as low income can drive behavior and
shape a career trajectory. In some cases, the reverse may occur: experiential factors
may change or impact a consumer's self-ascribed factors. For example, Gene was
forced to cut short his career as a carpenter due to a disabling auto accident.
Individuality, as reflected in the hermeneutic analysis, is also a major force in
consumer car careers as each person had his or her own distinct approach and
experience with cars. However, the consumers in our study suggest that many
aspects of that individuality evolve with the career and that in fact the very
individuality or uniqueness of any one person's career may be seen in its full
synergistic flower and holistic character in those very changes and responses to
experience.
In summary, the main contribution of this paper lies in further exploring the concept
of the consumer career in the context of car buying and driving and elaborating it in
ways that were not attempted previously. Thus, this study made a significant
theoretical contribution to the current literature in that a number of central consumer
research concepts such as age, income, family life cycle, gender and experiential
effects were considered through the lens of the consumer career and empirically
examined on a phenomenological basis in the context of car consumption.
Future Research Directions
Types of Car Careers. This paper is concerned with the dynamics underlying car
careers and we deliberately chose a broad sample of consumers. However, as we
report and as the literature also indicates (e.g., Marsh and Collett 1986), there are
many types of drivers and a range of interests with respect to cars. For instance, as
exemplified by Austin, people who race might be studied, and as exemplified by
Danny, car collectors might also be studied. Other demographic, personality and
lifestyle groupings might also be explored on their own in greater depth. Thus, for
instance, further research might be conducted to show why some women seem to
follow more traditional gender paths with respect to cars while others take on more
non-traditional roles. For example, car sharing (e.g., Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012) and
other related emerging phenomena might be considered. Cross-cultural studies may
also be revealing. For instance, Samantha who appeared generally to be a confident
driver was intimidated by driving on the German Autobahn. Thus, we are led to ask:
What is different about German drivers and their careers?
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Other Methods. Given the potential limitation of utilizing a single methodology in
the current study and desirability of a blended qualitative and quantitative data
analysis (Kleine and Baker 2004), consumer car and other careers may be explored
by any number of methods. The phenomenological method employed in this study
is excellent in revealing how consumers perceive and construct their own experience.
However, other methods either in conjunction with phenomenological interviews or
used separately might also be useful. For instance, phenomenological interviews
might be used on a longitudinal basis to follow careers over time. How does the
account change when a person is interviewed on more than one occasion, 10 years
apart for example? Researchers using phenomenological techniques might also focus
on consumers in particular aspects of their careers such as when buying a new car.
Ethnographic methods (e.g., Belk et al. 1989) in which careers are followed in terms
of artifacts, rituals and experiences (e.g., driving with the consumer) would also
provide additional insights. Semiotic, literary and content analyses of cars, catalogs,
ads, popular literature, movies and other media might provide a broader cultural
perspective on consumer car careers (e.g., Mick 1986). Finally, combinations of
techniques might be used. For example, social trends in the evolution of new car
types, aftermarket products, standardization versus customization of cars, the ratio
of used to new cars in the economy, product life cycles, marketing patterns, driving
patterns, and driving technologies as reflected in content analyses of cars and/or
various media vehicles might be matched with consumers' descriptions of their
careers at various times. Such research would further investigate the link between
consumer identity work and marketplace construction, as well as mining the rich
domain of the mobilities paradigm and automobility system embedded in it
(Featherstone, Thrift, and Urry 2005; Sheller and Urry 2006). These could help
locate the consumer, her roles and her career in the shaping of the overall automobile
and larger mobility system and milieu.
Other Careers. While this paper focuses on consumer car careers, one logical
extension of this work is to identify other careers and make comparisons across them
for better understanding of the underlying dynamics. Some prior papers which
describe experience over time might be reconsidered in terms of the career concept
and specific consumer product/service domains (e.g., Arnold and Price (1991) on
river rafting; Hirschman (1994) on pets; Hill (1991) on homeless women, and
Schouten et al. (1995) on cosmetic surgery. In a similar but perhaps more novel way,
the career concept might also be applied in terms of experience with certain
consumption-related traits, roles, feelings or states (e.g., Belk (1988) on the extended
self; Belk et al. (1989) on the sacred and profane; Gould (1991) on energy; and
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Holbrook (1988) on psychoanalytic aspects of consumption. Each of these has
aspects that can be conceived in terms of careers. For example, researchers might
take elements of the extended self, such as mastery of possession or self-extension
processes (Belk 1988, but see also for an alternative perspective, Stone, Gould and
Szabó-Douat, 2017), and study them in terms of a specific product, such as cars, or
in more general terms as a general consumer behavior process.
Further issues to be considered include: Are there some factors that are product
specific and others that may be applied across careers? How do they interact? Do
various product careers interact as implied by the career consumption constellation
idea? For example, how do car and housing careers interact in terms of joint
consumption? One perspective on such careers might be to consider each product
career as a paradigmatic set of sign relations which are mixed in a syntagmatic set
(combined product careers) of sign relations (Mick 1986). Ultimately, researchers
might consider the idea of a generalized consumer career which involves an account
of the totality of an individual's consumption.

CONCLUSION
This investigation of the consumer car career indicates that the concept offers a
holistic way to examine the synergistic effects of various types of variables including
demographics and experiential variables and to access their dynamic trajectory and
interplay in determining consumer behavior over time. The concept also provides a
way to consider the effects of nomothetic versus idiosyncratic factors. Thus, in
considering all these aspects of this conceptualization of consumer careers, we hope
and expect that consumer researchers will find many applications for it, since, while
it is flexible and allows room for any relevant focal point (e.g., specific periods of
time to lifetime manifestations; products, brands, behaviors and experiences), it also
offers the promise of providing a broadened and integrating perspective on consumer
behavior.
(Received June 1, 2017; Revised June 10, 2017; Accepted June 12, 2017)
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